Supercharge Your Cloud Development
and Delivery
Stackery empowers enterprise development teams to deliver AWS Well-Architected serverless
applications quickly, securely, and at scale – without the headache of managing complex
operations.
Stackery is building a future where developing, delivering, and managing cloud-native
applications is intelligent, adaptive and automated. Use the Stackery secure platform to enable
your team’s focus on the business value of applications, not the toil, time, and cost required to
deploy them.

Serverless, Simplified
Serverless computing no longer belongs to the development teams of the future. Real
enterprise development teams are using this new cloud-native paradigm of modern application
implementation to eliminate traditional operational responsibilities of capacity-provisioning
and system maintenance.
The goal of a serverless approach is an enhanced focus on innovation and elimination of
administrative overhead. But serverless development, delivery, and management involves a
shift in thinking and setting up a scalable serverless application architecture with appropriate
security measures can present a number of challenges. Stackery offers teams a key resource
that helps realize the promise of serverless.
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With Stackery, you’ll fill in the gaps left by first-gen tooling and cruise around the confusion of
AWS’ ever-expanding AWS tooling – all with 60x the speed, 1/10 the cost, and 100x the scale.

With Stackery, you’ll gain
✔ Accelerated Development
The Stackery CLI, Stackery VS Code plugin, and Stackery IDE extensions build on the AWS
SAM CLI to bring local development and debugging of any Lambda function in any
language or framework against the full runtime and cloudstack permissions. With
Stackery, you’ll gain critical architecture visualization and local cloud-testing capabilities
that enable iteration in seconds so your team can focus on perfecting core business
logic. Overall, the Stackery tools greatly accelerate application development & delivery –
as much as 60x – giving development and DevOps teams the new powers to rapidly
visualize, deploy, debug and update AWS SAM applications.

✔ Secure Delivery
Stackery streamlines the use of accounts, configurations and credentials as your team
and application complexity grow - reducing costs by up to a factor of 10.
Using infrastructure-as-code provisioning built on top of cloud native foundations such
as AWS CloudFormation, the Stackery tools help apply security defaults and best
practices on day one. Stackery applies the full range of AWS security controls to the
serverless development to directly address compliance risks without slowing down
engineering team workflows.

✔ Scalable Teams
Equip your team with Stackery’s serverless workflows and integrations and they’ll
unlock DevOps best practices to scale up their serverless project development and
delivery. Stackery offers the ability to rigorously define environments (like test, staging,
production), and control who has access to those environments for each and every
application stack. A scalable, enterprise-grade operations console provides sophisticated
runtime support to the most complex serverless systems.

✔ Well-Architected Solutions
Achieving the full benefits of modern software development and deployment means
adhering closely to the five pillars of AWS’ Well-Architected Framework with a clean
separation of code, configuration, and credentials. This can seem like a daunting task
without help. Using Stackery tools provides the firm foundations for your development
and delivery teams to adhere to the Well-Architected Framework, combined with a
deeper understanding of the relationships between the growing range of AWS services.
The result is a simplified, accelerated, and efficient workflow for everyone.
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✔ Exceptional Support
No development and delivery toolset would be complete without a solid support
resource. The Stackery team is on hand to provide all the training and assistance your
team might require – whether they are brand new to the serverless world, or already
deeply experienced. Stackery rapidly responds to inquiries submitted via the in-app chat
feature or support email.
Online, easy-to-follow quickstart guides are available for all common development
languages and include follow-along tutorial videos. Also offered are regular, live
Stackery tutorials on Twitch at stackery.io. All questions about serverless and Stackery
are welcome, no matter what the designated topic of the session stream.

✔ A Growing User Community
Stackery is built for teams looking to modernize their stacks, accelerate their serverless
development, and ensure the secure delivery of their applications across environments.
Stackery customers have achieved success in many key business areas. Stackery
customers have achieved success in many key business areas.
Highlights include:

Nationwide
●

Relies on Stackery for a key revenue-generating web & mobile app supporting 10
million users.

●

Uses Stackery to streamline management of development and production
environments, reducing time on operational tasks and speeding time to market –
from days to hours.

●

Values the unique application visualization tools to ease onboarding of
developers and collaboration with business owners.

Branch
●

Relies on Stackery to ensure delivery consistency and SOC-2 compliance across
environments.

●

Used Stackery to refactor its application lifecycle workflow.

●

Rapidly prototypes ideas and required infrastructure-as-code automatically.

●

Increases developer velocity and accelerates new team member ramp-up time
when on-boarding.

●

Consistently sees delivery of new projects and updates in days, rather than
weeks.
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MasterStream
●

Eliminated significant cloud operational costs using Stackery to modernize
applications from monolithic to serverless architectures.

●

Accelerated delivery of auto-scaling applications and required cloud
infrastructure.

●

Reduced database management overhead – provisioning, software patching, and
more – to zero.

✔ Partnership with AWS
Stackery has developed a close partnership with AWS technical and business
development leaders who recognize the power of good tools to accelerate the adoption
and deployment of cloud technologies. Lead in part by two AWS Serverless Heroes and
featuring a certification in AWS DevOps Competency, Stackery is deeply integrated with
and trusted by AWS. Visit Stackery’s page on the AWS Marketplace and learn more
about our partnership.
Stackery is more than just a serverless development platform – it empowers your team to
design, develop, and deliver serverless architecture while rapidly modernizing the core of your
business.
Adopt the serverless development platform that produces lightweight, highly-organized, and
repeatable applications. Get started with Stackery today.
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